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How innovation can be the super highway 
between the future and the present



Forum for the Future is an 
independent, global non-profit with a 20
year track record in driving sustainable
development

Our mission is to accelerate the big
shift to a sustainable future.
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We partner with pioneering companies who recognise that sustainability  
issues are already shaping their business context today, and want to
actively create the conditions for their future success.

We bring together these pioneers in new 

coalitions to tackle complex sustainability 

challenges



What’s on the horizon?





Sustainable Development Goals
The new framing device



Extreme climate change
is much more likely



Manufacturing
reconfigures
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The rise and rise
of health and wellbeing



Female empowerment
as a force for positivechange



Hyper-transparency
in the supply chain



The China factor 
which way will this play?



Harnessing market forces
to scale innovations



Implications



We want to build a 
business that is durable for
the long- term. We know
that  simply being good for  
Sky isn’t enough.

To achieve lasting success  
for shareholders, we  must 
be good for our customers,
employees, partners and 
the wider community

Pioneering companies  

recognise that their  

strategic context will be  

driven by sustainability in  

the future.

They know their long term  

survival rests on actively  

addressing sustainability  

issues now, in radical  new 

ways beyond their  

business boundaries.
Jeremy Darroch, Group Chief 

Executive, Sky



Business as usual isn’t an option 
we need innovation



Brand led innovation



Connect with R&D to spark 
sustainable innovation

Create the conditions 
for change

Lead the consumer on 
sustainability



Give people what they want before 
they know they want it 

What if the ‘next big thing’ made sustainability 
easy, normal and desirable?

Lead the consumer on 
sustainability





Use tomorrow’s challenges as the 
stimulus for innovation 

Brand power + RD = a powerful catalyst for change

Connect with R&D to spark 
sustainable innovation



Wandular
A device for life

Core
Nest
Play
View
Wear
Wand



Shape your external context 
to achieve future business success

Designing a set of interventions to shift your industry onto a more 
sustainable path, through collaboration, innovation and influence

Create the conditions 
for change



The Big Energy Vision



Business model 
innovation



Citizen innovation



Citizen Innovation
Entrepreneurs, supported by others



Citizen Innovation
Communities doing It for themselves, 
supported by others



Citizen Innovation
Prototyping new ways of living



Citizen Innovation
Turn political activists



Citizen Innovation
Questioning everything



4. System innovation

System innovation





A network of relationships, which creates 

both tangible and intangible value through 

a complicated, dynamic exchange between 

individuals, groups and organisations.

Shifting from supply chains to value networks 



The supply chain for MUD jeans doesn’t really look like this…

Take Make Sell Use

Return



It actually looks like this…

Take Make Sell Use

Return



More and more meaningful collaboration

Competitive
( C o m p e t e )

Pre-Competitive

(Co l l abo ra te )



Shifting from neutral to netpositive



In all of our work, there are four key ingredients for 

transformative change

People minded

Global systems 
perspective

Harnessing 
innovation

Future focused



Are you ready to 
use the future to 
transform today?
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